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ABSTRACT
The reciprocal method of service department cost allocation requires linear equations to be solved
simultaneously. These computations are often so complex as to cause the abandonment of the
reciprocal method in favor of the less sophisticated direct or step-down methods. Here is a short
example demonstrating how Excel's sometimes unknown matrix operations can be used to greatly
simplify the reciprocal allocation method. Students do not need to possess a strong background in
matrix algebra to use this approach.
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INTRODUCTION

I

n general, there are three methods available to allocate service department costs to production
departments – the direct, the step-down, and the reciprocal method. The reciprocal method “is more
accurate …but is rarely used at this time” (Hilton et al, 2008). Both the direct and the step-down methods
are mathematically simpler than the reciprocal method. The use of Excel’s matrix operations can simplify the
reciprocal method and thus make it a more viable allocation method.
CASE FACTS
A fictitious example, “Leese Company,” is used to illustration this simplification. Leese Company has two
service departments (S1 and S2) and three production departments (P 1, P2, and P3). The services provided by the
service departments to other departments are broken down as follows:

Service
Provider
S1
S2
Pre-Allocation Costs

S1
0%
40%
$48,000

Service User
P1
30%
5%
$120,000

S2
60%
20%
$60,800

P2
5%
10%
$200,000

P3
5%
25%
$250,000

Step 1: Determine the linear equations to be solved.
S1 = 40%(S2)+$48,000

S1 consumes 40% of the efforts of S2 and has pre-allocation
costs assigned to it of $48,000.

S2 = 60%(S1)+20%(S2)+$60,800

S2 has pre-allocation costs assigned to it of $60,800 and
consumes 60% of the efforts of S1 and 20% of its own
efforts.

P1 = 30%(S1)+5%(S2)+$120,000

P1 has pre-allocation costs assigned to it of $120,000 and
consumes 30% of the efforts of S1 and 5% the efforts of S2.
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P2 = 5%(S1)+10%(S2)+$200,000

P2 has pre-allocation costs assigned to it of $200,000 and
consumes 5% of the efforts of S1 and 10% the efforts of S2.

P3 = 5%(S1)+25%(S2)+$250,000

P3 has pre-allocation costs assigned to it of $250,000 and
consumes 5% of the efforts of S1 and 25% the efforts of S2.

Step 2: Determine the coefficients of the original matrix and the cost matrix.
S1 = .4(S2)+$48,000

S2 = .6(S1)+.2(S2)+$60,800

P1 = .3(S1)+.05(S2)+$120,000

P2 = .05(S1)+.10(S2)+$200,000

P3 = .05(S1)+.25(S2)+$250,000

which equals1:

S1=.4(S2)+(0)(P1)+(0)(P2)+
(0)(P3)+$48,000

which converts to:

1(S1)-.4(S2)-(0)(P1)-(0)(P2)(0)(P3)=$48,000

which equals1:

S2=.6(S1)+.2(S2)+(0)(P1)+
(0)(P2)+(0)(P3)+$60,800

which converts to:

-.6(S1)+(1)(S2)-(.2)(S2)-(0)(P1)-(0)(P2)(0)(P3)=$60,800

which equals:

-.6(S1)+(.8)(S2)-(0)(P1)-(0)(P2)(0)(P3)=$60,800

which equals1:

P1=.3(S1)+.05(S2)+(0)(P2)+
(0)(P3)+$120,000

which converts to:

-.3(S1)-.05(S2)+1(P1)-(0)(P2)(0)(P3)=$120,000

which equals1:

P2=.05(S1)+.10(S2)+(0)(P1)+
(0)(P3)+$200,000

which converts to:

-.05(S1)-.10(S2)-(0)(P1)+(1)(P2)(0)(P3)=$200,000

which equals1:

P3=.05(S1)+.25(S2)+(0)(P1)+
(0)(P2)+$250,000

which converts to:

-.05(S1)-.25(S2)-(0)(P1)(0)(P2)+(1)(P3)=$250,000

Step 3: Create the original matrix and the cost matrix.
Create an input area with the following characteristics:
1.

One row for each linear equation.

2.

One column for each department plus an additional column for the pre-allocation costs.
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Each of the Excel cells consists of the appropriate coefficient for each equation and each department or the
appropriate pre-allocation cost for each equation. (See below.)

The portion of the input area made up only of coefficients is referred to as the original matrix while the
column consisting of the pre-allocation costs is referred to as the cost matrix.
Linear
Equations
S1
S2
P1
P2
P3

S1
1.00
-.60
-.30
-.05
-.05

S2
-.40
.80
-.05
-.10
-.25

Departments
P1
0
0
1
0
0
Original Matrix

P2
0
0
0
1
0

P3
0
0
0
0
1

Pre-Allocation
Dollars
$48,000
$60,800
$120,000
$200,000
$250,000
Cost Matrix

Step 4: Using Excel's matrix operations create the inverse matrix of the original matrix.
Highlight an area the same size as the original matrix to house the inverse matrix. Immediately type
“=minverse(“ which should show up in the white cell. Move the cursor to the upper left-hand coefficient within the
original matrix, left click your cursor and select the coefficients of the original matrix as the array. Do not include
the cost matrix in the selection. Release the cursor and immediately type “)” to complete the minverse( ) function.
Hold down the control and shift keys while depressing the enter key. The inverse matrix should appear in the
highlighted area as follows.
Linear
Equations
S1
S2
P1
P2
P3

S1
1.43
1.07
.48
.18
.34

Departments
P1
0
0
1
0
0
Inverse Matrix

S2
.71
1.79
.30
.21
.48

P2
0
0
0
1
0

P3
0
0
0
0
1

Step 5: Using Excel's matrix operations, determine the reciprocal cost allocations.
Matrix multiplication can now be used to solve for the reciprocal cost allocations. The inverse matrix and
the cost matrix are multiplied to create a solutions matrix as follows. Highlight an area the same size as the cost
matrix to house the solutions matrix. Immediately type “=mmult(“ which should show up in the white cell. Move
the cursor to the upper left-hand coefficient within the inverse matrix, left click your cursor and select the
coefficients of the inverse matrix as the first array. Release the cursor. Immediately type “,” then select the cost
matrix as the second array. Release the cursor. Immediately type “)” to complete the mmult( , ) function. Hold
down the control and shift keys while depressing the enter key. The solutions matrix should appear in the area
highlighted. Formatting can be added to both the inverse matrix and the solutions matrix to improve readability and
understanding. See below.
Departments
S1
S2
P1
P2
P3

Post Allocation Costs
$112,000
$160,000
$161,000
$221,000
$295,000
Solutions
Matrix
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Explanation
Total costs of S1
Total costs of S2
Post allocation costs of P1
Post allocation costs of P2
Post allocation costs of P3
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Once the solution matrix is developed, any changes to the original matrix or the cost matrix will
automatically ripple through to the solutions matrix. Thus, once established, modifications are easy to implement
for continued use.
CONCLUSION
As competition encourages managers to become more concerned with accurate service department cost
allocations, the use of the reciprocal service department cost allocation method should increase --provided its
implementation is not overly complex. However, implementation is viewed as complex and thus this method is
rarely used in practice today. Simplification should lead to more use. As shown in this paper, Excel’s matrix
operations can be used to simplify the reciprocal cost allocation process. Reduced complexity, resulting in more
use, should enable accounting practitioners to better satisfy management’s desire for more accurate cost allocations.
Detailed procedures were presented illustrating the use of Excel’s matrix functions to solve a fictitious reciprocal
service department cost allocation problem. As practitioners become more aware of the advantages associated with
using Excel’s matrix functions as part of the reciprocal method, usage of this preferred allocation method should
increase and more accurate cost allocations should result.
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END NOTES
Note that all service and production departments are included in the linear equations regardless of whether
they perform services for other departments. This approach helps facilitate the determination of the original matrix
coefficients.
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